Most of hydrocarbons are either molecular structures or linear polymeric chains. Discovery of graphene and manufacturing of its monohydride -graphane incite interest in search for threedimensional hydrocarbon polymers. However up to now all hypothetical hydrocarbon lattices significantly lose in energy to stacked graphane sheets and solid benzene. We propose completely covalently bonded solid carbon monohydride whose density significantly exceeds one of its isomers (graphane, cubane, solid benzene). Ab-initio calculation demonstrates that the cohesion energy of this structure at least is not worse than the energy of graphane and benzene. In some aspect the crystal structure of hydrocarbon presented can be regarded as a sublattice of diamond, but with the symmetry of P 3 space group (lattice parameters a ≈ 6.925Å , c ≈ 12.830Å ) and Z=42 formula units per unit cell. This structure (if synthesized) may turn out to be interesting to applications.
INTRODUCTION
Carbon is known to have a large number of modifications with various valence (2-4) and hybridization types. The likely cause for that is the small size of carbon's core electron shell and large number of outer electrons. So up to now there are a lot of known allotropic phases of carbon (and much more of hypothetical ones) with different dimensionality. Among the known phases are quasi-0D molecular fullerite-like phases, 1D -carbynes, 2D -graphite and nanotubes, 3D -diamond and its hexagonal counterpart lonesdaleite. In the experimentally attainable pressure range on P-T diagram the stability regions exist for only two phasesgraphite and diamond (whose cohesive energies are practically the same and differs only by 20 meV), all others are metastable with much lesser values of cohesive energies per atom.
The existence of metastable carbon phases is due to strongly directed covalent bonds and respectively high activational energy barriers [1] .
When hydrogen atoms are included into these carbon carcasses the number of possible structures increases dramatically. There is nothing astonishing that the number of known organic compounds (not taking into account biological structures) is more than 30 millions.
However among hydrocarbon subset of organic structures there is only one the most stable compound -methane, all others are metastable [2] . The large size of hydrocarbon molecules and the presence of saturated C-H bonds leads to certain restrictions caused by the steric interactions of hydrogen atoms which in general prevents formation of fully covalently bonded structures. As a result most of hydrocarbons crystallizes in molecular structures and only application of high pressures, strong catalyzers or technologically complicated processes allows one to obtain polymerized phases which as a rule are quasi-1D chains or strongly disordered mixture of amorphous/crystalline phases.
There is marked interest to organic compounds with 1:1 C:H stochiometry. One can expect that the dimensionality of these phases can be compared with that of pure carbon allotropes. However, up to the recent times only 0D (molecular phases of benzene, styrol, acetylene, cubane/cuneane) and 1D were considered. Among linear hydrocarbon compounds one can mention well-known polyacytelene, polystyrol and more complicated polymers of benzene, so-called nanothreads, which were proposed [3] and synthesized [4] recently. However among these phases the most stable one is benzene.
Until the discovery of graphene the organic structures with higher dimensionality were 2 proposed only occasionally [5, 6] . However the successful synthesis of graphane [7] (that is 2-dimensional hydrocarbon film where hydrogen atoms are bound to graphene plane and so induces sp 3 -hybridization accompanied with corresponding corrugation of the carbon plane)
instigates interest in synthesis of hydrocarbon polymers in higher dimensions. The first move in this direction was the proposition of van-der-Waals bonded graphane sheets [8] (that is graphane sheets stacked in direction normal to the plane; juxtaposition graphene-graphite is quite relevant in this regard) but almost in the same time the efforts of invention of hydrocarbon structures comletely covalently bounded in 3D took place. Up to now there were proposed at least four hydrocarbon structures of such a type [9] [10] [11] . Although they are more energetically favourable than cubane but all of them significantly loose in energy (more than 0.3 eV per CH group) to molecular benzene [12, 13] and stacked graphane sheets [8] . Such a difference in energies are mostly due to significant deviation of bond lengths and angles from the most energetically favourable tetrahedral one (i.e. ideal sp 3 bond observed for example in diamond).
In this paper we would like to present another hypothetical 3D allotrope of carbon monohydride (we will call it diamond monohydride/DMH) which can be energetically as viable as graphane. It will be shown that DMH can be regarded as sublattices of diamond structure so internal strain in it (as well as in graphane) is minimal and mostly caused by steric interactions of hydrogen atoms. Also we will demonstrate that the proposed 3D structure is the densest monohydride with expected numerical density of carbon atoms about one half of the diamond one.
THE PROBLEM
It is remarkable that the problem of search for the least strained substructures of some known crystal structure can be posed in quite abstract way. Say we have some 3D structure (diamond lattice in our case) regarded as a 3D network. We want to exclude some nodes from it according to some rules thus providing enough room to put into this structure required number of guest atoms (hydrogen in our case). In the case of carbon and hydrogen the restrictions are due to the respective length of C-C covalent bond (1.54Å in diamond-like structure) and C-H bond length (≈1.0Å). Ideally, C-H bond should point along the line between empty and occupied cites thus exerting minimal strain in the lattice. However, each empty cite can have at most only one occupied cite in its neighborhood (otherwise the distance between hydrogen atoms on the bonds converging to the same empty node would be too short). From this immediately follows that the maximal numerical density (that is the density of occupied sites) of structures produced in such a way will be one half of the initial. In the case of networks with maximal density one can also note certain congruency between the two sets consisting of occupied and empty nodes -each of them has exactly one neighbor of other sort.
It should be noted that the two types of graphane sheets (named A and B in Ref. 8 ) can be built (in gedunkenexperiment) from diamond structure according to this routine, provided that the nodes are removed along two differently oriented planes. The same is true for the more corrugated graphane sheet (named tri-cycled graphane) proposed in Ref.
14. However in all these cases the contiguity of the initial structure isn't retained -there are no covalent bonds between graphane sheets.
So our result demonstrates that in the case of diamond-like network there is at least one example of the contiguous (that is completely covalently bonded) substructure with maximal density that satisfies all these conditions. However the questions whether this structure is the only one and what about less dense structures are still open. We also want to stress that our procedure is different from the one adopted in Refs. 9-11, where authors start from sp 2 hybridized networks of benzene or pure carbon (with addition of some amount of hydrogen atoms in the latter case) and look for more energetically favorable configuration of atoms. In our case, on the other hand, the type of hybridization (sp 3 ) persists throughout the procedure.
METHODS
For the search of this structure a number of programs from Bilbao crystallography server was used [15, 16] . For calculation of internal energy of DMH and its elastic moduli we used Quantum ESPRESSO software package [17] . For density functional calculation PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof exchange correlation method was applied with project augmented waves pseudopotentials for both carbon and hydrogen atoms with energy cutoff 70 Ry and chargedensity cutoff 800 Ry. For integration over Brillouin zone unshifted 8 × 8 × 8 Monkhorst-
Pack grid was used. In the process of calculation relaxation of cell dimensions and ion positions (with fixed initial symmetry) was done. Before the calculation of properties and elastic stability evaluation, the crystal lattices and atom positions are fully optimized until the residual force on every atom is less than 0.001 Ry/bohr and the residual stress is less than 0.5 kbar. For preparation of input files and visualization of output cif2cell [18] and Jmol [19] programs were actively used.
COHESIVE ENERGY
The resulting structure can be conveniently described by the sequence of virtual symmetry breaking operations. First, the rhombohedral "distortion" of diamond-like crystal along one of the space diagonals leads to the space group transformation F d3m −−→ R3. And the last transformation is the doubling of the period along hexagonal axis which produces the transition R3 (1, 6) −−→ P 3. The result of composition of all these three transitions is splitting of 8a Wyckoff position of the diamond-like structure to the two 2c, four 2d and twelve 6g sets of P 3 space group so that each of them can be evenly distributed among occupied and unoccupied nodes (the resulting structure is shown in Fig. 1 ). From this consideration immediately follows that the resulting conventional unit cell (obtuse hexagonal) has dimensions a ≈ 6.67Å , c ≈ 12.36Å with 42 formula units (occupied-unoccupied site pairs) in it.
As the initial guess for structure optimization hydrogen atoms are put into this structure 1Å apart of occupied sites in the direction pointing to the closest unoccupied one. As it was demonstrated above, in every case there is the only one such a site (see Fig. 2 ). After optimization of cell dimensions and ion positions in the same P 3 symmetry the structure distorts a little but its internal energy is still very close to that of graphane I [8] and benzene.
In our computation we actually obtain that the energy at the ambient pressure of benzene and DMH per CH are practically the same, though DMH is slightly more favorable. The cohesive energy of benzene and graphane I is about 100-150 meV (per CH) lower than that of DMH. In our opinion the result can be significantly influenced by the van-der-Waals interaction which is not taken into account in our calculation, so the energy of all these compound can be considered practically the same with the error of about 50 meV per CH.
Electronic bands calculation demonstrates that DMH is a good insulator with the energy gap of 4.5 eV, so in this regard it is comparable with graphanes. The calculated mass density is 1.7 g/cm 3 , it is ≈10% less than that of unrelaxed structure due to corresponding increase of the unit cell, but nonetheless at ambient pressure it is higher than that of graphanes [8] (≈ 1.5 − 1.6 g/cm 3 ) and cubane [20] (≈1.3 g/cm 3 ). The minimal distances between atoms in this structure are C − C = 1.56, C − H = 1.10 and H · ·H = 2.05Å . Detailed crystallographic information about DMH is presented in Table I, structure is the presence of quite spacious "tubes" filled with hydrogen piercing the bulk of the structure. The look along one of such tubes is shown in Fig. 3 . Similar pores are observed in other 3D hydrocarbons [11] but they are significantly more narrow.
ELASTIC STABILITY
The demonstration of viability of hypothetical crystal structure requires not only the calculation of its energy but also the proof of its dynamical stability, that is the absence of very soft phonon modes [21] . Due to the large unit cell (84 atoms in the unit cell) we didn't calculate phonon modes of DMH. Still we can show that this structure is elastically (or statically) stable, so it satisfies Born's stability criterion.
In general Born's criterion states that the energy of any crystal structure should increase under strain. So it can be fast and roughly checked by calculation of the energy of the same structure under pressure. In the case of DMH we fully relaxed it at pressure 2 GPa and found that its energy increases. Corresponding bulk modulus B calculated using the formulas:
with discrete differences substituted for partial derivatives yields the value B ≈ 80 GPa. It is more than 5 times lower than that of diamond, but taking into account that DMH was "obtained" by removing some of the covalent bonds from diamond-like structure there is nothing unusual in this result. However it is larger than the elastic moduli of graphanes (15−30 GPa [8] ) but less than the that of 3D-hydrocarbon structures proposed before (180− 200 GPa [11] ). So this might indicate a correlation between empty space present in the crystal lattices of isomeric compounds and their respective hardness.
However more careful consideration of Born's stability requires that 4-order elastic tensor c has to be positively definite (so that any combination of strains leads to increase of energy). In case of 3 point group this is equivalent to the series of inequalities between 7 independent Here we apply Voigt notation and replace 3 × 3 symmetrical strain matrix δ with 6 dimen-sional vector ε (accompanied by the corresponding decreasing of elastic tensor's order):
For calculation of individual elastic constants the unit cell R (regarded as matrix consisting of coordinates of unit vectors) was deformed applying some type of strain δ with amplitude 0.05 according to equation R ′ = R · δ. The internal energy was obtained after relaxation of ion positions in this transformed unit cell [23] . After that the corresponding elastic constant was derived from the energy difference between initial and strained structures using the equation: ∆E = 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have demonstrated the viability of covalently bonded hydrocarbon structure with P 3 symmetry and 42 CH pairs in the unit cell. DFT calculations suggest that the lattice parameters of this structure are a ≈ 6.925Å , c ≈ 12.830Å and the density ρ = 1.7 g/cm 3 . This structure should be insulating with energy gap 4.5 eV. Calculation of its mechanical properties demonstrates its elastic stability. The values of bulk B = 80 GPa and shear G = 60 GPa moduli allow one to classify this material as quite hard one. Since the calculated internal energy of DMH was found to be at least not worse than the energies of benzene and graphane, we suppose that in practice the stability region of this structure might exist somewhere on the P-T phase diagram of C:H mixture. Due to its large bandgap and nanoporous structure, this compound may turn out to be interesting as a material for optoelectronic and biological applications or as solid hydrogen storage element.
